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Abstract
We show that a specific superposition principle is valid for nonlinear Josephson plasma waves
in layered superconductors. We study theoretically the reflection and transmission of terahertz
waves through a finite-size superconducting slab placed inside a rectangular waveguide with ideal-
metal walls. We assume that the superconducting layers are parallel to the waveguide axis. We
show that there exist two specific mutually-orthogonal polarizations for waves which, in spite of
the nonlinearity, reflect and transmit through the superconductor independently. The wave of
the first polarization causes a strong shielding current along the crystallographic ab-plane of the
superconductor. Therefore, this wave reflects nearly completely from the superconductor and
excites only an evanescent mode inside it. The wave of the other polarization does not contain
the electric field component parallel to both the sample surface and the crystallographic ab-plane,
and excites much weaker shielding currents. Therefore, it partially reflects and partially transmits
through the sample. Moreover, this wave excites the nonlinear mode in the layered superconductor,
and the transmission coefficient of the superconductor depends on the amplitude of the incident
wave of this polarization. However, this transmission coefficient is independent of the amplitude of
the wave with first polarization. On the basis of the discussed superposition principle, we suggest
a new method for solving nonlinear problems of waves interaction in layered superconductors.
Namely, it is reasonably to represent incident, reflected, and transmitted waves of any polarizations
as superpositions of the modes with the two specific polarizations considered here, and then solve
the problem separately for these modes. We apply this method to the case of nonlinear interaction
and mutual transformation of the transverse electric and transverse magnetic modes in layered
superconductors.
PACS numbers: 74.78.Fk, 74.50.+r, 74.72.-h
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I. INTRODUCTION
Experimental studies (see, e.g., Refs. 1,2) proved that layered superconductors can be
treated as periodic structures where thin superconducting layers (with thicknesses s of about
0.2 nm) are coupled through thicker dielectric layers (with thicknesses d of about 1.5 nm
and a dielectric constant ε ∼ 15) via the intrinsic Josephson effect. Strongly anisotropic
high-temperature superconductor crystals Bi2Sr2CaCu2O8+δ or artificial compounds Nb/Al -
AlOx/Nb are examples of such materials. They are of great interest from both technological
and fundamental-science view points. For fundamental science, the interest in layered super-
conductors is related to the specific type of plasma formed there due to its layered structure,
the so-called Josephson plasma. Because of the essential difference in the nature of the cur-
rents along and across layers, this plasma is strongly anisotropic. Indeed, the strong currents
along the layers are of the same nature as in bulk superconductors, while the relatively small
currents across the layers are related to the Josephson effect. The strong current anisotropy
provides the possibility for propagation of specific Josephson plasma electromagnetic waves
(JPWs) in layered superconductors (see, e.g., Refs. 3,4 and references therein). JPWs be-
long to the terahertz frequency range, which is important for various applications, but not
easily reachable with modern devices.
The electrodynamics of layered superconductors is described by a set of coupled sine-
Gordon equations3,5–9 for the gauge-invariant interlayer phase difference ϕ of the order pa-
rameter. These equations are nonlinear due to the nonlinear relation J ∝ sinϕ between the
Josephson interlayer current J and ϕ. Here we will consider the case of weak nonlinearity,
|ϕ|  1, when sinϕ can be expanded as sinϕ ≈ ϕ − ϕ3/6. As was shown in Refs. 10–13,
even in this case the non-trivial nonlinear phenomena accompanying the propagation of
JPWs can be observed, e.g., slowing down of light10, self-focusing of terahertz pulses10,11,
excitation of nonlinear waveguide modes12, and self-induced transparency of the layered su-
perconductors13. The noticeable change in the transparency of the cuprate superconductor,
when increasing the wave amplitude, was recently observed in the important experiment,
Ref. 14, where the excitation of Josephson plasma solitons led to an effective decrease of the
Josephson resonance frequency.
In this paper, we study theoretically the nonlinear interaction of the electromagnetic
waves with different polarizations in a slab of layered superconductor placed into a waveguide
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with ideal metal walls. The waveguide axis is assumed to be parallel to the superconducting
layers (see Fig. 1). Due to the strong current anisotropy of the layered superconductor-
vacuum interface (the yz-plane), the transformation of the polarizations can be observed
for the reflected and transmitted waves. We calculate the dependence of the transformation
coefficients on the amplitude of the incident wave for the cases when the transverse magnetic
(TM) mode transforms to the transverse electric (TE) mode and vice versa. The main result
of our paper consists in revealing a specific superposition principle which is valid even in the
nonlinear case. We introduce two special mutually-orthogonal wave polarizations matched
with the y-axis, which is perpendicular both to the waveguide axis (x-axis) and the crystal-
lographic c-axis of the layered superconductor (z-axis). The magnetic field in the wave of
the first polarization (we call it as H⊥ polarization) and the electric field in the wave of the
second polarization (we call it as E⊥ polarization) are perpendicular to the y-axis. We show
that, in the main order with respect to the anisotropy parameter, the waves of these polar-
izations interact with the layered superconductor independently. The incident wave of the
H⊥ polarization has the electric field component parallel both to the vacuum-superconductor
interface and to the crystallographic ab-plane. This wave excites strong shielding currents
along the layers and, therefore, it penetrates into the sample over short length in the form
of an evanescent wave and reflects almost completely from the superconductor. At the same
time, the wave of the E⊥ polarization does not contain the electric field component parallel
both to the sample surface and to the crystallographic ab-plane. Therefore, the shielding
currents flow along the c-axis only and they are relatively small in this case. So, the wave
of the E⊥ polarization can propagate in a layered superconductor and penetrates over long
distances. This wave partially reflects and partially transmits through the sample. We
show that, in spite of the nonlinearity, the H⊥ and E⊥ waves do not practically interact.
Therefore, to study the reflection and transmission of the TE and TM incident waves (or
the waves of any other polarization), we can perform the following steps:
1. Express the incident wave as the superposition of two modes of H⊥ and E⊥ polariza-
tions.
2. Study the reflection and transmission of these modes separately.
3. Represent the reflected and transmitted fields of the H⊥ and E⊥ modes as superposi-
tions of the TE and TM modes.
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematic geometry for waves propagating in a waveguide along the su-
perconducting layers. Note that here S and I stand for superconducting and insulator layers,
respectively. The light pink translucent layer (cut-off to show the sample inside) represents the
walls of the waveguide.
This paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we derive the electromagnetic
fields in the vacuum and in the layered superconductor and justify the superposition principle
for the waves with H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations. In the third section, we study the nonlinear
reflection and transmission of the E⊥ waves through the slabs of layered superconductors.
In the fourth section, we apply the revealed superposition principle for the cases of the TE
and TM waves incidence. In the final section, we summarize the results obtained in the
paper.
II. ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION
A. Geometry of the problem
Consider a waveguide of lateral sizes Ly and Lz with a sample of layered superconductor
of length D inside it (see Fig. 1). The coordinate system is chosen in such a way that the
crystallographic ab-plane of the layered superconductor coincides with the xy-plane, and
the c-axis is along the z-axis. An electromagnetic mode of frequency ω propagates in the
waveguide along the x-axis, which is parallel to the superconducting layers. The incident
wave partly reflects from the layered superconductor and partly transmits through it, as is
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shown schematically in Fig. 1.
The electric ~E(~r, t) and magnetic ~H(~r, t) fields in the waveguide can be expressed via the
vector potential ~A(~r, t) by the usual equations,
~H(~r, t) = rot
[
~A(~r, t)
]
, ~E(~r, t) = −1
c
∂ ~A(~r, t)
∂t
. (1)
The scalar potential is assumed to be equal to zero.
Using the boundary conditions (the tangential components of the electric field are zero
on the waveguide walls), we present the components of the vector potential in the following
form:
Ax(~r, t) = Ax(x, t) sin(kyy) sin(kzz),
Ay(~r, t) = Ay(x, t) cos(kyy) sin(kzz), (2)
Az(~r, t) = Az(x, t) sin(kyy) cos(kzz),
where ky = piny/Ly, kz = pinz/Lz; ny and nz are positive integer numbers that define the
propagating mode in the waveguide.
B. Electromagnetic field in the vacuum
The electromagnetic field in the vacuum can be presented as a superposition of waves of
the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations. In the H⊥-polarized wave, the magnetic field is perpendicular
to the y-axis,
~E(1) = {E(1)x , E(1)y , E(1)z }, ~H(1) = {H(1)x , 0, H(1)z }, (3)
whereas the electric field is orthogonal to the y-axis in the wave of the E⊥ polarization,
~E(2) = {E(2)x , 0, E(2)z }, ~H(2) = {H(2)x , H(2)y , H(2)z }. (4)
Hereafter, the superscripts (1) and (2) denote the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations, respectively.
The incident and reflected modes of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations propagate in the vacuum
region x < 0. The Maxwell equations give the following expressions for the amplitudes
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~Ainc(x, t) of the vector potential of the incident wave:
Ax inc(x, t) = −H(1)inc
kxky
k3
sin(kxx− ωt+ φ(1)inc)
−H(2)inc
kz
k2
sin(kxx− ωt+ φ(2)inc),
Ay inc(x, t) = −H(1)inc
k2 − k2y
k3
cos(kxx− ωt+ φ(1)inc), (5)
Az inc(x, t) = H(1)inc
kykz
k3
cos(kxx− ωt+ φ(1)inc)
−H(2)inc
kx
k2
cos(kxx− ωt+ φ(2)inc),
where H
(1)
inc , φ
(1)
inc, H
(2)
inc , and φ
(2)
inc are the amplitudes and phases of the magnetic field for the
incident waves of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations.
Similar expressions can be written for the vector potential of the reflected waves,
Ax ref(x, t) = −H(1)ref
kxky
k3
sin(kxx+ ωt− φ(1)ref )
+H
(2)
ref
kz
k2
sin(kxx+ ωt− φ(2)ref ),
Ay ref(x, t) = −H(1)ref
k2 − k2y
k3
cos(kxx+ ωt− φ(1)ref ), (6)
Az ref(x, t) = H(1)ref
kykz
k3
cos(kxx+ ωt− φ(1)ref )
+H
(2)
ref
kx
k2
cos(kxx+ ωt− φ(2)ref ),
where H
(1)
ref , φ
(1)
ref , H
(2)
ref , and φ
(2)
ref are the amplitudes and phases of the magnetic field for the
reflected waves of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations.
In the second vacuum region, at x > D, the transmitted waves of the H⊥ and E⊥
polarizations propagate. Their vector potential can be written as
Ax tr(x, t) = −H(1)tr
kxky
k3
sin[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(1)tr ]
−H(2)tr
kz
k2
sin[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(2)tr ],
Ay tr(x, t) = −H(1)tr
k2 − k2y
k3
× cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(1)tr ], (7)
Az tr(x, t) = H(1)tr
kykz
k3
cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(1)tr ]
−H(2)tr
kx
k2
cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(2)tr ].
where H
(1)
tr , φ
(1)
tr , H
(2)
tr , and φ
(2)
tr are the amplitudes and phases of the magnetic field for the
transmitted waves of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations.
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C. Electromagnetic field in the layered superconductor
The electromagnetic field in the layered superconductor is defined by the distribution
ϕ(~r, t) of interlayer gauge-invariant phase difference of the order parameter. This phase dif-
ference is governed by a set of coupled sine-Gordon equations3,5–9. Though this set does not
take into account some important features of the cuprate high-temperature superconduc-
tors (e.g., the d-wave pairing), it describes properly the propagation of the electromagnetic
waves in layered superconductors and allows important predictions. For instance, a way to
produce coherent terahertz radiation was proposed in Ref. 15 on the basis of the coupled
sine-Gordon equations and then realized in the experiment16.
In the continuum limit, the coupled sine-Gordon equations reduce to(
1− λ2ab
∂2
∂z2
)(
1
ω2J
∂2ϕ
∂t2
+ sinϕ
)
− λ2c
(
∂2ϕ
∂x2
+
∂2ϕ
∂y2
)
= 0. (8)
Here λab and λc = c/ωJε
1/2 are the London penetration depths across and along the layers,
respectively, ωJ = (8piedJc/~ε)1/2 is the Josephson plasma frequency, Jc is the maximal
Josephson current density, and e is the elementary charge. We do not take into account the
relaxation terms since they are small at low temperatures and do not play an essential role
in the phenomena considered here.
Note that the component Ez of the electric field causes the breakdown of electro-neutrality
of the superconducting layers and results in an additional, so-called capacitive, interlayer
coupling. However, this coupling does not affect the propagation of the Josephson plasma
waves along the waveguide and can be safely neglected because of the smallness of the
parameter α = R2Dε/sd. Here RD is the Debye length for a charge in the superconductor.
In this case, the gauge of the vector potential can be chosen in such a way that the order
parameter is real and the gauge-invariant phase difference ϕ is related to the z-component
of the vector potential by a simple expression (see, e.g., Ref. 7):
Az = − Φ0
2pid
ϕ, (9)
where Φ0 = pic~/e is the magnetic flux quantum.
Note that Eq. (8) can be obtained from the more general wave equation,
grad div ~A−∆ ~A = − ε
c2
∂2 ~A
∂t2
+
4pi
c
~J, (10)
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with the current components
Jx = − c
4piλ2ab
Ax, Jy = − c
4piλ2ab
Ay, (11)
and
Jz = Jc sinϕ = −Jc sin
(
2pid
Φ0
Az
)
. (12)
Indeed, excluding Ax and Ay from Eq. (10) and using Eqs. (11) and (12), we derive Eq. (8).
Relations (1), (10), (11), and (12) represent a complete set of equations for finding the
electromagnetic field in the layered superconductor in the continual limit. We will use it
for the study of the propagation of weakly nonlinear JPWs with |ϕ|  1, when the density
of the Josephson current can be presented as Jc(ϕ − ϕ3/6). It is important to emphasize
that strongly nonlinear phenomena can be observed in the propagation of the JPWs even
in the low-amplitude case, at |ϕ|  1, if the wave frequency is close to the cutoff frequency
ωcut (see Refs. 10–13). Here ωcut is the minimum frequency of the linear JPWs that can
propagate in the layered superconductor.
It is convenient to represent the electromagnetic field inside of a layered superconductor
as a sum of waves with so-called ordinary and extraordinary polarizations. The electric field
in the ordinary wave is perpendicular to the z-axis. Hence, the phase difference ϕ and the
component Az of the vector potential are equal to zero for this wave. Thus, the ordinary
wave does not produce a current along the z-axis and, therefore, this mode is always linear.
Taking into account that Az = 0, one can solve Eq. (10) and obtain components of the
vector potential for the ordinary modes,
Aordx =
ky
k2
[
e−pxxHord− sin(ωt− φord− )
+ epx(x−D)Hord+ sin(ωt− φord+ )
]
,
Aordy =
px
k2
[
e−pxxHord− sin(ωt− φord− )
− epx(x−D)Hord+ sin(ωt− φord+ )
]
, (13)
Aordz = 0,
where Hord− , φ
ord
− , H
ord
+ , and φ
ord
+ are the amplitudes and phases of the decreasing and in-
creasing evanescent fields inside the superconductor, px = λ
−1
ab .
The extraordinary polarization is perpendicular to the ordinary one, and the magnetic
field in the wave of this polarization is perpendicular to the z-axis. This mode exhibits
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the nonlinear properties of the Josephson plasma. We seek Az in the form of a wave with
x-dependent amplitude a(x) and phase η(x),
Aextz = H0Ω˜λca(x) sin[ωt− η(x)] (14)
with
H0 = 4
√
2
3pi
Φ0
dλc
, Ω˜ = |Ω2 − Ω2cut|1/2, Ω =
ω
ωJ
. (15)
The cutoff frequency Ωcut is the minimum frequency of the linear extraordinary JPW which
can propagate in the layered superconductor,
Ωcut =
(
1 +
k2yλ
2
c
1 + λabk2z
)1/2
. (16)
Introducing the dimensionless coordinate and the normalized length of the sample,
ξ =
x
λc
Ω˜ , δ =
D
λc
Ω˜ , (17)
and substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (10), one can obtain the other components of the vector
potential for the extraordinary modes:
Aextx = H0Ω˜2λ2abkz [a sin(ωt− η)]′ , (18)
Aexty = H0Ω˜λ2abλckykza sin(ωt− η),
and two differential equations for the functions η(ξ) and a(ξ),
(a2η′)′ = 0, a′′ = −σa− a3 + aη′2. (19)
Here σ = sign(Ω−Ωcut) and the prime denotes derivation over ξ. We will use these equations
for the numerical calculations of the electromagnetic field distribution inside the sample of
the layered superconductor.
D. Superposition principle
Matching the tangential components of the electric and magnetic fields at both interfaces
(at x = 0 and x = D) between the vacuum regions and the layered superconductor, we
obtain two sets of equations. The boundary conditions at the interface x = 0 give the
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equations,
µ
[
h˜
(1)
inc + h˜
(1)
ref
]
= i(kxλc)
−1αγh˜ord− − iγ2a(0)eiη(0), (20a)
h˜
(1)
inc + h˜
(1)
ref − α
[
h˜
(2)
inc − h˜(2)ref
]
= ia(0)eiη(0), (20b)
µ
[
h˜
(2)
inc + h˜
(2)
ref
]
= γ2h˜ord− − β
[
a(ξ)eiη(ξ)
]′
ξ=0
, (20c)
α
[
h˜
(1)
inc − h˜(1)ref
]
+ h˜
(2)
inc + h˜
(2)
ref = −h˜ord− . (20d)
Here we introduce the normalized amplitudes of the waves of H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations in
the vacuum and of the ordinary waves in the layered superconductor,
h˜
(1), (2)
inc, ref, tr = h
(1), (2)
inc, ref, tr exp
[
iφ
(1), (2)
inc, ref, tr
]
,
h
(1), (2)
inc, ref, tr =
kykz
H0k3Ω˜λc
H
(1), (2)
inc, ref, tr, (21)
h˜ord± = h
ord
± exp(iφ
ord
± ), h
ord
± =
Hord±
H0k3Ω˜λcλ2ab
,
and the parameters,
α =
kkx
kykz
, β =
Ω˜
kkykzλ3c
, µ =
k2 − k2y
k2yk
2
zλ
2
c
, γ =
λab
λc
. (22)
The boundary conditions at the interface x = D give the equations,
µh˜
(1)
tr = −i(kxλc)−1αγh˜ord+ − iγ2a(δ)eiη(δ), (23a)
h˜
(1)
tr − αh˜(2)tr = ia(δ)eiη(δ), (23b)
µh˜
(2)
tr = γ
2h˜ord+ − β
[
a(ξ)eiη(ξ)
]′
ξ=δ
, (23c)
αh˜
(1)
tr + h˜
(2)
tr = −h˜ord+ . (23d)
Here we omit the terms with exp(−pxD) because we assume that the sample length D is
much larger than the London penetration depth λab.
Since γ = λab/λc  1, the right-hand side in Eq. (20a) is relatively small. So, in the
main approximation with respect to the anisotropy parameter γ, we have
h˜
(1)
ref ≈ −h˜(1)inc. (24)
Correspondingly, Eq. (23a) shows that the amplitude h˜
(1)
tr of the transmitted wave of the H⊥
polarization is much less than the incident amplitude h˜
(1)
inc, |h˜(1)tr /h˜(1)inc| ∼ γ  1. This means
that the incident mode of the H⊥ polarization nearly completely reflects from the layered
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superconductor. Moreover, this behavior of the H⊥-polarized wave does not depend on the
presence of the orthogonal mode with the E⊥ polarization.
In the main approximation with respect to γ, relations (20b), (20c), (23b), and (23c) give
the following equations, which describe the reflection and transmission of the wave with the
E⊥ polarization:
−α(h˜(2)inc − h˜(2)ref ) = ia(0)eiη(0), (25a)
µ
(
h˜
(2)
inc + h˜
(2)
ref
)
= −βeiη(0) [a′(0) + ia(0)η′(0)] , (25b)
−αh˜(2)tr = ia(δ)eiη(δ), (25c)
µh˜
(2)
tr = −βeiη(δ)
[
a′(δ) + ia(δ)η′(δ)
]
. (25d)
This set of equations, as well as Eq. (19), do not contain the parameters of the H⊥-polarized
wave. This means that the reflection and transmission of the wave with the E⊥ polarization
do not depend on the presence of the mode of the H⊥ polarization. Thus, we have shown
that, in the main approximation with respect to the anisotropy parameter γ, the modes
of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations reflect and transmit through the layered superconductor
independently of each other. This means that the superposition principle for these specific
modes works even in the strongly-nonlinear regime.
After calculating the reflected and transmitted amplitudes for the modes of the H⊥ and
E⊥ polarizations, we can use Eqs. (20d) and (23d) to determine the amplitudes h˜ord− and
h˜ord+ of the ordinary modes in the layered superconductor.
In order to illustrate the superposition principle, we solve three problems of reflection and
transmission of the incident waves: the incident mode has only H⊥ polarization only, with
h
(1)
inc = 2; the incident mode is of the E⊥ polarization only with h
(2)
inc = 2; the incident mode
is a superposition of the waves of H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations with h
(1)
inc = h
(2)
inc = 2. Figure 2
shows the distribution of the normalized characteristic amplitude W¯ of the electromagnetic
field inside of the waveguide for these three cases,
W¯ =
kykz
H0k3Ω˜λc
√〈| ~E(~r, t)|2 + | ~H(~r, t)|2〉
t
, (26)
where 〈. . .〉t denotes averaging over time t.
As seen in Fig. 2(a), the wave of H⊥ polarization completely reflects from the sample
of the layered superconductor and does not excite a propagating mode inside it. Only the
evanescent mode, which decays in a very narrow region near the surface of the sample, exists.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Spatial distribution (over coordinates x and y at z = Lz/3) of the normalized
amplitude W¯ of electromagnetic field, Eq. (26), inside the waveguide. Panels (a), (b), and (c)
correspond to the cases when the incident wave is of the H⊥ polarization only, of the E⊥ polarization
only, and a mix of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations, respectively. In the panel (a): h
(1)
inc = 2, h
(2)
inc = 0;
in the panel (b): h
(1)
inc = 0, h
(2)
inc = 2; in the panel (c): h
(1)
inc = h
(2)
inc = 2. The color determines the
value of the amplitude. The vertical straight lines show the edges of the superconducting sample.
The parameters used here are: Ω˜ = 0.1, σ = −1, D = 15λc, Ly = Lz = 0.1 cm, ny = nz = 1,
φ
(1)
inc = φ
(2)
inc = 0, λc = 4 · 10−3 cm, λab = 2000 A˚, ωJ/2pi = 0.3 THz.
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Hence, there is also no transmitted wave. The wave of E⊥ polarization, Fig. 2(b), partly
reflects from the layered superconductor and partly transmits through it. When we apply
the mix of the waves of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations with the same amplitudes, Fig. 2(c),
the field distribution in the superconductor and in the right vacuum region is the same as in
Fig. 2(b). This demonstrates that the modes of the H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations do not interact
with each other and can be treated independently.
III. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF THE E⊥-POLARIZED WAVES
In this section, we consider the nonlinear phenomena in the reflection and transmission
of the E⊥-polarized waves through the sample of the layered superconductor placed inside
of the waveguide. Using Eqs. (19) and (25), we calculate the amplitudes of the reflected and
transmitted waves. We start from the analysis of the phase trajectories a′(a) that correspond
to certain solutions of these equations. Excluding η′ from Eqs. (19) and (25), we derive the
explicit equations for the phase trajectories,
a′2(a) = σ
[
a2(δ)− a2]+ 1
2
[
a4(δ)− a4]
+
a4(δ)
(αβ/µ)2
[
a−2(δ)− a−2]. (27)
Figure 3 presents the phase diagram of Eqs. (27) for different values of the integration
constant a(δ). The arrows show the direction of movement when increasing the coordinate
ξ. This figure demonstrates how the phase trajectories a′(a) change when increasing a(δ).
The phase trajectories are open loops at a(δ) < a1 (e.g., curves 1 and 2 in Fig. 3). For
the set of parameters considered in Fig. 3, a1 ≈ 1.39. If a(δ) > a1, the phase trajectories
have overlapping portions (curves 4–9 in Fig. 3). We stress that there exists a special value
of a(δ) = acr ≈ 2.84, where the phase trajectory a′(a) shrinks into a point (see point 7 in
Fig. 3. This point corresponds to the uniform spatial distribution of the amplitude a(ξ), i.e.
a(ξ) = acr, for all ξ.
The uniform solution a(ξ) = acr occurs when the amplitude H
(2)
inc of the incident wave
takes on a critical value Hcr,
Hcr = H0k
2λc
kx
√[(k2 − k2y)λc
kx
]2
+
ω2cut − ω2
ω2J
. (28)
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Phase trajectories a′(a) plotted for δ = 3 (D = 30λc) that correspond to
the solid thick blue curve in Fig. 4. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. (a) Unclosed
phase trajectories plotted for a(δ)=0.2 (red curve 1) and a(δ)=0.7 (orange curve 2); nearly closed
loop plotted for a(δ)=1.39 (brown curve 3); the green curve 4 plotted for a(δ)=1.8 is a loop with
overlapping portions. The movement along the phase trajectory, when the spatial coordinate ξ
changes from zero to δ, is shown by the arrows. (b) Phase trajectories plotted for a(δ)=2.4 (purple
curve 5), a(δ)=2.7 (green curve 6), a(δ)=3 (blue curve 8), and a(δ)=3.2 (dark cyan curve 9). The
black dashed curves are the envelopes for the phase trajectories. The point 7 is a shrunken phase
trajectory plotted for a(δ) = acr ≈ 2.84.
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In this case, according to Eqs. (19), the phase η changes linearly with ξ. This means that
the electromagnetic field inside the sample behaves similarly to a linear wave propagating
only in one direction (along the x-axis in Fig. 1), and there is no wave reflected from the
boundary x = D. The superconducting slab is totally transparent in this case. Note that
the phase trajectories for a < acr and a > acr correspond to the amplitudes H
(2)
inc < Hcr and
H
(2)
inc > Hcr, respectively.
Figure 4 shows the dependence of the transmittance T on the amplitude H
(2)
inc (normalized
to Hcr) of the incident E⊥-polarized wave for different sizes of D, Lx, and Ly of the super-
conducting sample. All the curves in the main panel of Fig. 4 have an oscillating structure
so that the transmittance T tops the maximum value T = 1 at different amplitudes of the
incident wave. Besides the considered case H
(2)
inc = Hcr, the complete transmission of the
sample (T = 1) occurs in conditions when the phase trajectories a′(a) in Fig. 3 represent
closed loops with integer numbers of complete turns along them, i.e., for all cases when
a(0) = a(δ). Physically, such conditions correspond to the cases when the sample length D
is equal to the integer number of the wavelengths of the nonlinear mode.
All the curves T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr) in Fig. 4 plotted for samples with different sizes Lx, Ly, and D
have the common envelope curve (the dash-dotted curve). The critical amplitude H
(2)
inc = Hcr
is the only point, where all the curves and the envelope curve touch each other. It should be
noted that the T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr) dependence plotted for another frequency detuning (ω − ωcut)
behaves similarly to the curves shown in the main panel in Fig. 4, however with another
envelope.
The dependence T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr) has interesting hysteretic features. The inset in Fig. 4 shows
a fragment of such a dependence. When increasing the amplitude H
(2)
inc , one should move
along the red bottom arrow. When the right endpoint on this branch is reached, further
movement along this branch is not possible. Increasing the incident wave amplitude results
in a jump to the higher branch, along the red upward arrow. Similar jump occurs when
decreasing the amplitude H
(2)
inc , see the black upper and downward arrows. At first the
transmittance increases, but when the left endpoint on this branch is reached, a jump to
the lower branch takes place.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Transmittance T versus the normalized amplitude H
(2)
inc/Hcr (see Eq. (28))
of the incident E⊥-polarized wave.
Main panel. Curves T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr) plotted for different sizes of the sample. Solid thick blue
curve corresponds to Ly = Lz = 0.1 cm, D = 30λc (δ = 3); solid thin green curve is plotted for
Ly = Lz = 0.3 cm, D = 15λc (δ = 1.5); dashed thin red curve corresponds to Ly = Lz = 0.1 cm,
D = 15λc (δ = 1.5). Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2. The black dash-dotted curve is
the envelope for all T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr) curves.
Inset. Hysteresis of the T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr) dependence when moving along the solid thick blue curve
shown in the main panel. The red lower and upward arrows show movement along the T (H
(2)
inc/Hcr)
curve when increasing amplitude H
(2)
inc . The black upper and downward arrows correspond to
decreasing amplitude H
(2)
inc .
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IV. TRANSMISSION AND REFLECTION OF THE TE AND TM MODES
In this section, we study the nonlinear transmission, reflection, and mutual transformation
of the TE and TM modes in the waveguide with a sample of layered superconductor. For
the geometry shown in Fig. 1, the TE (TM) wave is defined as a mode with the electric
(magnetic) field perpendicular to the x-axis. The vector potential ~A(TE)inc of the incident
TE-polarized wave has the components,
A(TE)x inc = 0,
A(TE)y inc = −H(TE)inc
kkz
k3
cos[kxx− ωt+ φ(TE)inc ], (29)
A(TE)z inc = H(TE)inc
kky
k3
cos[kxx− ωt+ φ(TE)inc ],
where H
(TE)
inc and φ
(TE)
inc are the amplitude and phase of the magnetic field in this wave. For
the incident TM-polarized wave with amplitude H
(TM)
inc and phase φ
(TM)
inc of the magnetic
field, we have
A(TM)x inc = H(TM)inc
k2 − k2x
k3
sin[kxx− ωt+ φ(TM)inc ],
A(TM)y inc = H(TM)inc
kxky
k3
cos[kxx− ωt+ φ(TM)inc ],
A(TM)z inc = H(TM)inc
kxkz
k3
cos[kxx− ωt+ φ(TM)inc ]. (30)
The components of the vector potential for the reflected TE and TM modes can be written
in a similar form,
A(TE)x ref = 0,
A(TE)y ref = −H(TE)ref
kkz
k3
cos[kxx+ ωt− φ(TE)ref ], (31)
A(TE)z ref = H(TE)ref
kky
k3
cos[kxx+ ωt− φ(TE)ref ],
A(TM)x ref = −H(TM)ref
k2 − k2x
k3
sin[kxx+ ωt− φ(TM)ref ],
A(TM)y ref = −H(TM)ref
kxky
k3
cos[kxx+ ωt− φ(TM)ref ],
A(TM)z ref = −H(TM)ref
kxkz
k3
cos[kxx+ ωt− φ(TM)ref ]. (32)
Finally, in the second vacuum region (for x > D), only the transmitted wave exists. In
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this region, the components of vector potential can be written as
A(TE)x tr = 0,
A(TE)y tr = −H(TE)tr
kkz
k3
cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(TE)tr ], (33)
A(TE)z tr = H(TE)tr
kky
k3
cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(TE)tr ],
A(TM)x tr = H(TM)tr
k2 − k2x
k3
sin[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(TM)tr ],
A(TM)y tr = H(TM)tr
kxky
k3
cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(TM)tr ],
A(TM)z tr = H(TM)tr
kxkz
k3
cos[kx(x−D)− ωt+ φ(TM)tr ]. (34)
Evidently, the electromagnetic field of the TE and TM waves can be presented as super-
positions of the H⊥- and E⊥-polarized waves. The analysis of Eqs. (5)–(7) and (29)–(34)
gives the following expressions for the complex dimensionless amplitudes h˜
(TE), (TM)
inc, ref, tr of the
incident, transmitted, and reflected TE and TM waves via the amplitudes h˜
(1),(2)
inc, ref, tr of the
H⊥- and E⊥-polarized waves:
h˜
(TE)
inc, tr =
kkzh˜
(1)
inc, tr − kxkyh˜(2)inc, tr
k2y + k
2
z
,
h˜
(TM)
inc, tr = −
kxkyh˜
(1)
inc, tr + kkzh˜
(2)
inc, tr
k2y + k
2
z
, (35)
h˜
(TE)
ref =
kkzh˜
(1)
ref + kxkyh˜
(2)
ref
k2y + k
2
z
,
h˜
(TM)
ref =
kxkyh˜
(1)
ref − kkzh˜(2)ref
k2y + k
2
z
. (36)
Here h˜
(TE), (TM)
inc, tr, ref is defined similarly to Eq. (21),
h˜
(TE), (TM)
inc, tr, ref = h
(TE), (TM)
inc, tr, ref exp
[
iφ
(TE), (TM)
inc, tr, ref
]
,
h
(TE), (TM)
inc, tr, ref =
kykz
H0k3Ω˜λc
H
(TE), (TM)
inc, tr, ref . (37)
First, we consider the case when the wave incident onto the layered superconductor is
TE-polarized. Using Eqs. (35) and (36), the superposition principle for the waves with the
H⊥ and E⊥ polarizations, and the results of the previous sections on the nonlinear reflection
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and transmission of the H⊥- and E⊥-polarized waves, we can find the reflectance RTE→TE
and transmittance TTE→TE for the TE waves,
RTE→TE =
∣∣∣h(TE)ref
h
(TE)
inc
∣∣∣2, TTE→TE = ∣∣∣h(TE)tr
h
(TE)
inc
∣∣∣2. (38)
In addition, we obtain the transformation coefficients RTE→TM and TTE→TM for the TM
waves that appear in the vacuum regions x < 0 and x > D, respectively, due to the
anisotropy in the yz-plane,
RTE→TM =
∣∣∣h(TM)ref
h
(TE)
inc
∣∣∣2, TTE→TM = ∣∣∣h(TM)tr
h
(TE)
inc
∣∣∣2. (39)
Figure 5 shows the numerically-calculated dependences of the coefficients RTE→TE, TTE→TE,
RTE→TM, and TTE→TM on the dimensionless amplitude h
(TE)
inc of the incident TE wave. Note
that all these dependences exhibit hysteretic behavior when changing the incident amplitude,
see the discussion in the previous section.
Similarly, we considered the case when the wave incident onto the layered superconductor
is TM-polarized, and calculated numerically the reflectance RTM→TM and transmittance
TTM→TM for the TM waves,
RTM→TM =
∣∣∣h(TM)ref
h
(TM)
inc
∣∣∣2, TTM→TM = ∣∣∣h(TM)tr
h
(TM)
inc
∣∣∣2, (40)
as well as the transformation coefficients RTM→TE and TTM→TE for the TE waves that appear
in the vacuum regions x < 0 and x > D, respectively,
RTM→TE =
∣∣∣ h(TE)ref
h
(TM)
inc
∣∣∣2, TTM→TE = ∣∣∣ h(TE)tr
h
(TM)
inc
∣∣∣2. (41)
Figure 6 shows the dependences of these coefficients on the dimensionless amplitude h
(TM)
inc
of the incident TM wave.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have studied theoretically the reflection and transmission of electromag-
netic waves through a finite-length layered superconductor placed inside a waveguide with
ideal metal walls. We assume that the superconducting layers are parallel to the waveguide
axis. We show that, even in the nonlinear regime, the superposition principle is valid for two
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FIG. 5: (Color online) (a) Reflectance RTE→TE (red solid line) and transformation coefficient
RTE→TM (blue dashed line) versus the dimensionless amplitude h
(TE)
inc of the incident TE wave. (b)
Transmittance TTE→TE (orange solid line) and transformation coefficient TTE→TM (green dashed
line) versus the dimensionless amplitude h
(TE)
inc of the incident TE wave. The parameters used here
are the same as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 6: (Color online) (a) Reflectance RTM→TM (blue solid line) and transformation coefficient
RTM→TE (red dashed line) versus the dimensionless amplitude h
(TM)
inc of the incident TM wave. (b)
Transmittance TTM→TM (green solid line) and transformation coefficient TTM→TE (orange dashed
line) versus the dimensionless amplitude h
(TM)
inc of the incident TM wave. The parameters used
here are the same as in Fig. 2.
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waves with mutually-orthogonal polarizations matched to the axis which is perpendicular to
both the waveguide axis and the crystallographic c-axis of the superconductor. These two
waves do not convert into each other after the reflection from the superconductor, propagate
independently, and show principally different behavior. The wave of H-⊥ polarization excites
a strong shielding current along the crystallographic ab-plane of the superconductor and,
therefore, reflects nearly completely from the superconductor and excites only an evanescent
mode inside it. The wave of E-⊥ polarization does not contain the electric field component
parallel to both the sample surface and the crystallographic ab-plane. Therefore, it partially
reflects and partially transmits through the sample. We have studied nonlinear reflection
and transmission of the wave of E-⊥ polarization and shown that the transmittance varies
from 0 to 1 when changing the incident wave amplitude. We have also studied the nonlinear
interaction and mutual transformation of the transverse electric and transverse magnetic
modes in layered superconductors.
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